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We propose ChordScanner, a visual interface enabling 
users to find chord progressions that they typically use 
and that many composers also typically use. ChordScan-
ner provides a time-oriented view of chord progressions 
and highlights two kinds of chord progressions: chord 
progression the user frequently used and chord progres-
sion typical of many composers. To develop this system, 
we proposed a method for calculating intra-composer 
consistency based on the user’s pieces and musical typi-
cality based on many composer’s past pieces by using a 
probabilistic model. The system helps users notice their 
repeatedly used chords. It also presents chord progres-
sion rankings based on the consistency and typicality. We 
investigated the overlap between rankings obtained with 
both consistency and typically, by calculating Japanese 
consumer generated songs, and also interviewed a pro-
fessional composer. 

‘They have some images of 
the pieces they want, not only specific images like exist-
ing pieces but also broad outlines based on typicality, but 
they tend to describe them in vague terms. So sometimes 
it is hard for me to understand their wishes correctly.’ 
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3.2.1 Chord sequences visualization by horizontal bars 



3.2.2 Scatterplot of consistency and typicality 

3.2.3 Generative probability ranking chart of us-
ers’/many composers’ pieces 
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4.1.1 Comparing generative probability ranking of one 
composers’ with the ranking of many composers’ 

4.1.2 Interview about chord progression ranking and UI  

4.2.1 Result: Comparing generative probability ranking 
of one composers with the ranking of many composers’ 



4.2.2 Feedbacks about chord progression ranking and UI  

 “Regarding the composer 1, 
there are frequently used tension chords and there exist 
chord progressions which represent somewhat a charac-
ter or a style of the composer 1, which made it easier for 
me to tell which one is by the composer. On the other 
hand, the other composer (composer 2) does not have 
that kind of chords (add9), which also gave me a clue.”

 “It is in-
teresting to see which chord is repeatedly used in a song, 
and that is useful to me. I would like to know, if possible, 
the rare chord progressions; such as chord progressions 
which are only frequently used by a particular composer 
or a chord sequence which nobody has ever used.”
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